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Design Migration From Peripheral ASIC Design
to Area-I/O Flip-Chip Design by Chip I/O

Planning and Legalization

Chia-Yi Chang and Hung-Ming Chen

Abstract—Due to higher input/output (I/O) count and power delivery
problem in deep submicrometer (DSM) regime, flip-chip technology, es-
pecially for area-array architecture, has provided more opportunities for
adoption than traditional peripheral bonding design style in high-perfor-
mance application-specific integrated circuit and microprocessor designs.
However, it is hard to tell which technique can provide better design cost
edge in usually concerned perspectives. In this paper, we present a method-
ology to convert a previous peripheral bonding design to an area-I/O flip-
chip design. It is based on an I/O buffer modeling and an I/O planning algo-
rithm to legalize I/O buffer blocks with core placement without sacrificing
much of the previous optimization in the original core placement. The ex-
perimental results have shown that we have achieved better area and I/O
wirelength in area-IO flip-chip configuration (especially for pad-limit de-
signs), compared with peripheral bonding configuration in packaging con-
sideration.

Index Terms—Area-array flip-chip, design migration, input/output (I/O)
planning and legalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays more circuits are integrated onto one single chip
[system-on-chip (SoC)], and this means more input/outputs (I/Os) are
needed in modern designs. Many high-performance integrated circuits
(ICs) and microprocessors are built with more I/O connections than
in the past [1], meanwhile [2] showed the trend in the increase in
I/O count and the reduction of die size when the typical peripheral
wire-bond design was replaced by the flip-chip design. As a result,
the flip-chip design is considered a better choice [3], [4]. There are
some more advantages of flip-chip design, including minimizing size
of electrostatic discharge (ESD) structure for intra-package I/O and
improved signal integrity due to power and ground pad structure.

Since flip-chip design allows I/O buffers to be placed anywhere on
the die, we need to focus on the change to improve the design and the
cost for placing I/O buffer blocks into the design. Many approaches and
methodologies have been presented in the literature, dealing with I/O
placement and electrical checking using flip-chip technology [5]–[10],
[15], also with chip-package codesign [12], [11], [24] and pad assign-
ment [13]. Recently, [14] further considered the building cost of I/O
buffer blocks in flip-chip design, but planned I/O buffer blocks were
not legalized.

It is hard to tell which technique can provide better design cost edge
in usually concerned perspectives, such as area, performance, tech-
nology, and packaging cost. In this paper, we present a methodology
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to convert a previous peripheral bonding design to an area-IO flip-chip
design. It is based on the I/O buffer modeling concept and the I/O plan-
ning algorithm to legalize I/O buffer blocks with core placement. The
idea is to generate the positions of I/O buffer blocks (based on force-di-
rected approaches [18], [19]), then use our legalizer (inspired by Mon-
grel [20], [23]) to minimally correct the placement, without sacrificing
much of the previous optimization in the original core placement. The
experimental results have shown that we have achieved smaller area
and I/O wirelength in area-IO flip-chip configuration, compared with
the same design previously made for peripheral bonding configuration.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
I/O buffer placement considerations, our model concept for I/O buffer
block, and problem formulation. Section III presents our chip I/O plan-
ning algorithm. Section IV shows the experimental results and we dis-
cuss some extension, and conclude the paper in Section V.

II. AREA-ARRAY I/O BUFFER BLOCK PLACEMENT

While performing area-array I/O buffer block placement, we can
place those buffer blocks anywhere in the design. However, some is-
sues including the forbidden minimal spacing between electrostatic dis-
charge (ESD) structures and active devices should be considered. We
describe the I/O buffer modeling concept to model the area taken by
buffer itself, other protected circuits, and clearance region, at the same
time considering the driving strength. Then, we formulate our problem
in chip I/O planning for placement legalization and performance issues.

A. I/O Buffer Block Modeling

We use an example for flip-chip style design to justify our objective
in I/O buffer block modeling. This chip [16, Fig. 7] adopted flip-chip
design to reduce 20% of die area comparing to the peripheral pad design
with 114 standard I/O pads along the perimeter. This design grouped
the most part of I/O buffers at the center of the die to avoid the cost
caused by the forbidden minimal spacing between ESD structures and
active devices due to the foundry rules.

We consider our I/O buffer blocks as I/O macros which may con-
tain several signals, ESD protection structure, latch-up ring, and some
testing logics. We adopt the universal configuration in [16] for all our
I/O buffer blocks, an example is shown in [16, Fig. 11], however those
scaled constraint components are varied by design cases. We also apply
the I/O regimes from [17] for our I/O buffer block model. Based on the
number of the cells it connected, we build a lookup table for various
types of buffer blocks. In order to fit with the style of standard cell de-
sign and simplify the problem, we build our I/O buffer blocks with the
same height as the original row height of standard cell design, although
real I/O buffer block may exceed the row height of standard cell design.
The way we model our I/O buffer block is shown in Fig. 1.1 The size
of each buffer block comes with two parts. One is the minimal spacing
between ESD structures and active devices. The other part is the area of
the buffer block itself with ESD structure, latch-up ring, testing logic,
and driver circuit. It is obvious that more buffers in a buffer block can
reduce the area for minimal spacing between ESD and active devices,
and the area for shared ESD and testing logic. We proportionally scale
those spaces to reflect the benefits of buffer block generation.

1In real designs, the output buffer usually has bigger area than input buffer
because of the requirement for driven ability. In our buffer model, we simply
treat those two kinds of I/O buffer blocks as the same type.
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Fig. 1. Our I/O buffer block model. For example, the I/O buffer block which
clustered four buffers means a signal buffer block which is able to drive four
cells. The size of each buffer block comes with two parts. One is the minimal
spacing between ESD structures and active devices. The other is the area of the
buffer block itself with ESD structure, latch-up ring, testing logic, and driver
circuit.

B. Problem Formulation

Our experiment focuses on I/O buffer placement in flip-chip design
and we perform our placement in row-based design. We assume that
all signal bumps can be assigned to any bump balls which are placed at
predefined location. All the I/O signals are connected to cells through
the I/O buffer blocks.

There are various constraints which should be concerned, including
power/signal integrity, timing, I/O standard related, and floorplan in-
duced region [24]. In this paper, we plan to reduce the timing related
cost from the following objective functions �1 and �2:
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where �1 gives the sum of wirelength of I/O nets and cell nets; dioj
is the wirelength from signal bumps to cells via I/O buffer blocks in
the I/O net; and dj is the wirelength between all cells in the net. �2
gives the I/O signal skew by the absolute value between longest path
and shortest path in I/O nets. In our experiment, we use the linear delay
model to determine the path delay.

The problem we are concerned about is described as follows. Given
an initial standard cell placement based on peripheral I/O design, a set
of I/O buffers (which has corresponding set of signal bumps) IO =

fio1; . . . ; iong, a set of signal bumps S = fs1; . . . ; sng, a certain
models for I/O buffer blocks, and a set of netsN = fn1; . . . ; nmg, find
an area-IO solution to reduce the I/O wirelength from signal bumps to
cells via buffer blocks, with minimal placement correction. The signal
skew is constrained given a user-specified skew range (USSR).

III. ALGORITHM FOR CHIP I/O PLANNING IN DESIGN MIGRATION

Our approach provides a novel methodology for migrating
nonarea-IO designs into area-IO solutions, which can fully take
advantage of flip-chip architecture. We take a given initial standard
cell placement, then model the size of each I/O buffer block (follow
the I/O macro modeling in [16, Sect. II-A]), finally place I/O buffer
blocks into the design and assign signal bump to every I/O buffer
block to achieve the requirements of flip-chip design. The flow of our
methodology is shown in Fig. 2. The following sections describe the
I/O buffer block planner and global legalization process for the die
dimensions constraint.

A. I/O Buffer Block Planner

Our I/O buffer block planner is based on the approach in force-di-
rected placement [18], [19]. This placement method applies an iterative

Fig. 2. Our design migration methodology flow. The flow includes I/O buffer
block modeling, chip I/O planning and global legalization, and signal bump as-
signment steps.

placement procedure. The process starts with an initial placement and
then selects a cell at a time to place the cell at its zero-force position
which is computed numerically according to the connection with other
cells. If the zero-force location is occupied by other cell, the placer will
move the cell to another ideal location which is free to move in, or move
the cell which occupies the zero-force location to another ideal loca-
tion. In this paper, we use the geometry center as zero-force location of
target cell.

The I/O buffer block planner/placer is implemented as follows. We
first compute the geometry center of each net, then we order the nets
by the position of their geometry center from bottom to top then left
to right. Second, we determine the size of the buffer block of each net
by the table we made in buffer modeling. We place buffer blocks at the
geometry center of every net to minimize the longest path from cells
to the buffer block and also reduce the interconnection length on the
side. We have the following three operations to place those I/O buffer
blocks into the core:

• Cell Squeeze: squeeze away the cell which occupied the location;
• Buffer Block Merge: merge two nearby buffer blocks into a single

buffer block;
• Local Legalization: legalize the row length of the local rows.
We use Cell Squeeze to squeeze the cell away from its location and

place the buffer in that location. Buffer Block Merge is to merge two
buffer blocks into one buffer block if they are physically neighbored.
Merging two different buffer blocks together can reduce the total area
from our lookup table. After some operations of Cell Squeeze or Buffer
Block Merge, the local rows may exceed the constraint of the length
of row, we can use Local Legalization to adjust them to maintain the
rectangular shape of the chip.

1) Cell Squeeze Operation: Once we determine the location of
the buffer block, we have to move out the cell which occupied the
target location. We focus on the movement of the cell while it has been
squeezing away. Our Cell Squeeze operation has three directions to
squeeze cells: right, up, or down. If we squeeze the cell to the right,
all the cells on the right side of it including the cell itself will shift
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Fig. 3. Cell Squeeze operation has three directions to squeeze cells in
BufBlockP lacer: right, up, and down.

right. If we squeeze the cell to the up or down, the cell will move to the
target row and take the same operation (Cell Squeeze) to the right. The
offset distance of shift right is the width of the cell which is squeezed.
The operation of Cell Squeeze is illustrated in Fig. 3.

We calculate the costs of Cell Squeeze in all three directions by eval-
uating the weights of each cell move and consequent moves, then we
choose the least cost as target movement. The cost function (weight)
we use in this operation is

cost =
all nets

(HPnewBBox �HPorgBBox)� �WsqCell (3)

where HP means half-perimeter of the bounding box of the net for
that squeezed cell,W means the width of the squeezed cell, and � is to
tradeoff the runtime of planner and I/O wirelength reduction. There are
three situations for cell weight evaluation. First, when we move out one
cell from current row, the cells on the right side of it should be drawn
left. At the same time, when this cell move into the next row, the cells
on the right side of the target slot should be pushed right. Second, the
width of the cell which will be moved to the other row will affect the
efficiency of local and global legalization. Moving bigger cell out of the
longest row means less legalization effort will be needed. As a result,
bigger cell can be evaluated as smaller weight. Third, if the movement
of the cell has changed the bounding box of the net it connected, the
weight is updated. Cell Squeeze will choose the least cost direction to
squeeze the cell.

After the operation of Cell Squeeze, the position of cell and free
space will be updated and the free space needed for the buffer block will
be accounted for. If the free space needed is less than the width of the
cell we plan to squeeze, we simply shift the cells right for the distance
of free space needed instead of choosing a direction to squeeze. Once
we get enough free space for the buffer block, we place it into the free
space.

2) Buffer Blocks Merging Operation: After some operations per-
formed in BufBlockPlacer (see Fig. 2), it is possible that two buffer
blocks are physically neighbored. In order to reduce as much area as
possible, we use Buffer Block Merge to merge two buffer blocks into
one. Due to sharing the clearance region of minimum spacing between
ESD structures and active devices, the area of the merged single buffer
block is less than the sum of two individual buffer blocks. We use
lookup table to determine the size of the merged buffer block, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1.

3) Local Legalization Operation: The length of some certain rows
may exceed the constraint of the length of row after some operations of
Cell Squeeze and Buffer Block Merge. We develop a local legalization
process which is inspired from Mongrel [20], [23] to fix this problem.
The idea of ripple moves in [20] and [23] is suitable in our framework
and we modify the idea to fit in. Once we squeeze some cells away
from the positions they belong, we use Wave operation to move cells in
the nearby area to reduce the impact on the change of length of the row
caused by the Cell Squeeze operation. In our local legalization proce-
dure, we start with the initial placement (after Cell Squeeze) and then

Fig. 4. Operation Wave sequentially moves cells from min row to max row
in one wave zone during local legalization. Min and max rows mean that the
minimum and maximum lengths of rows in wave zone.

sequentially move each least cost cell to its relaxed target location. The
cost evaluated is the same as in Cell Squeeze. We can then produce a
feasible placement with free space for our buffer block after each move.

To be more exact, in Wave operation, a wave zone will be created by
the x and y dimensions: for x dimension, starting from the x-coordi-
nate of the cell which has been squeezed in; for y dimension, user-spec-
ified parameterWaveRange is used. If there is any buffer block in the
wave zone, we redefine the range of the wave zone to exclude buffer
blocks. As shown in Fig. 4, we sequentially move each least connec-
tivity degree cell from the longest row to the shortest row. Every se-
lected cell will move up/down to the next row and squeeze the cells to
the right which are on the right side of that selected cells. The order
we squeeze the cell is from bottom to top, then from left to right. As
a result, the move in Wave operation will not affect the position of the
buffer blocks which have been placed. The complexity of this operation
is O(M(N logN + T (CS))), where M is the range of WaveRange

(in rows), N is number of cells in a row, and T (CS) is the runtime of
Cell Squeeze.

B. Global Legalization and Signal Bump Assignment

After performing BufBlockPlacer, the placement may still violate
the constraint of the length of row. We can use the same heuristic in
local legalization to solve the problem. Instead of local wave zone for
Wave operation, this procedure deals with the whole chip. We sequen-
tially move least cost cell to the next row, from the longest row to the
shortest row. This iterative process is terminated when there is no vio-
lations on the constraint of the length of row or the number of iteration
exceeding a user-specified count.

Once we finish the placement of buffer blocks, we apply a heuristic
to reduce signal skew by assigning new signal bumps to those buffer
blocks. Since we adopt the flip-chip design, the locations of the signal
bumps are uniformly over the chip. In the beginning of this process,
a set of locations in a gird are generated for signal bumps to select.
We apply two-stage approach to determining the critical signal path.
In the first step, we define the longest path from buffer block to the
cell it connected in the design as a maximum delay path. In the second
step, we select a closest signal bump location to that maximum delay
path to minimize the delay of the maximum delay path. Here we get a
maximum signal delay MaxDelay for all other I/O nets. We employ a
parameter USSR (user-specified skew range) to control the skew for all
input/output nets. After we finish the signal bump assignment for the
net with longest path, we continue the next assignment for the net with
the longest path in the rest of nets until all nets are processed. Fig. 5
illustrates an example for signal bump assignment.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented our algorithm in C++ programming language and
our experimental platform is Intel Pentium IV 2.4-GHz CPU with
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Fig. 5. Example for signal bump assignment after global legalization. Cells 1–3
are in the same net, so they all connect to the same buffer block. Cells 4 and 5
are in another net, so they connect to another buffer block. Cell 1 to its buffer
block is the longest path, so we set it as MaxDelay. We assign a signal bump A
for it. Cell 5 is the longest path in another net, so we assign signal bump B to it
without exceeding USSR compared with MaxDelay.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF CELLS, NETS, AND I/O TERMINALS IN SOME MCNC

STANDARD CELL PLACEMENT BENCHMARKS

TABLE II
AREA AND I/O WIRELENGTH COMPARISONS BETWEEN OUR APPROACH AND

THE PERIPHERAL DESIGN FOR MCNC BENCHMARKS SHOWN IN TABLE I.
THIS SHOWS OUR DESIGN MIGRATION ACHIEVES LESS AREA AND

I/O WIRELENGTH IN FLIP-CHIP CONFIGURATION. SKEW RESULTS

ARE SHOWN AS WELL AND THEY ARE WITHIN USSRS

TABLE III
RUNTIME COMPARISONS FOR OUR I/O BUFFER PLACER IN ONE MCNC
BENCHMARK industry2. WE CAN ADJUST A TRADEOFF PARAMETER

TO LET LEGALIZATION PROCESS CONSIDER ONLY WIRELENGTH

OPTIMIZATION, OR OPTIMIZATION IN BOTH WIRELENGTH AND RUNTIME

1.5 GB memory. The initial placements based on some MCNC bench-
marks (see Table I) are obtained from the placer FENG SHUI[21],
with aspect ratio 1.0. The number of signal bumps of the flip-chip
design are scaled from IBM SA-27E area-array copper technology [5].
We compare our results with the peripheral design for area and I/O
wirelength. The pad size of the peripheral design is 100� 100 um2

and the pad pitch is 100 um [10]. The minimum space between I/O
pads and the core in peripheral design is set the same as the row height
of the standard cell.

Table II shows the experimental results in area and I/O wirelentgh
(IO WL)2 on MCNC benchmarks summarized in Table I. The width of
the area in flip-chip design is equal to the length of longest row. Since

2IO WL is the wirelength estimation from I/O buffers to other logic cells. We
apply half-perimeter I/O net wirelength (HPWL) estimation.

Fig. 6. Placement of industry2 in peripheral design.

Fig. 7. Final placement result of industry2 in Area-IO flip-chip design by our
approach. The black dots represent the signal bumps.

industry2 is a big design with more than 400 I/Os, the size of ini-
tial peripheral design is not compatible with such amount of I/Os, we
increase the space between I/O pads and the core for industry2 in pe-
ripheral design to fit the amount of the I/O pad. We obtain better I/O
timing performance under skew constraints by smaller I/O wirelength.
The wirelength from I/O nets to pads in peripheral design are estimated
by the average distance from the net to the boundary of I/O pads. We
can also use a parameter to tradeoff the runtime and I/O wirelength re-
duction, the result is shown in Table III. The final placement results for
circuit industry2 for both peripheral and flip-chip design are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented our chip I/O planning and legalization algorithm
in design migration from peripheral style to area-IO flip-chip design.
Experimental results have shown that our algorithm has better area and
I/O wirelength under skew constraints, compared with peripheral de-
sign in high I/O count circuits.

For future works, we plan to consider signal integrity and other im-
portant concerns in [14] and [24]. Reference [14] mentions the I/O clus-
tering for design cost optimization and power supply noise constraint
preservation, and [24] presents the concerns in signal integrity, timing,
I/O standard related, and floorplan induced region. Simultaneous ESD
and predefined signal to bump balls assignment will be our target in the
next implementation level as well.
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